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The Seaforth Howler is now 10 years old!
That went quickly, but ever onward.
The Great Big Animal Open Day (October
9th) is just around the corner! We’d like to
take this opportunity to invite all our clients
to attend this major social event organised by
Sam and Amanda. I think you will find it a
lot of fun and educational to boot.

In this issue Terry elucidates a common
condition in cats (lower urinary tract disease).
Amanda discusses the free Weight Clinic
now available at Seaforth Vets for pets.
Virginia reminds you why it is so important
to socialize your puppy early in her article on
Puppy Classes.
Finally Hendrika takes you on a tour of
shampoos for itchy skins as the dog
scratching season approaches...
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I’m afraid it’s tick season, and we would
remind our readers that many animals die in
NSW each year due to tick poisoning. So
ensure you get your basic “Tick Prevention
Kit” (page 2) to protect your pet this year.
Remember prevention and early detection
offers best outcomes.
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Gossip Column
•

Open Day 9th
October,
everyone
welcome!

•

Free Weight
Clinics are now
up and running.
If you need help
in getting
weight off your
dog or cat
please call Sam!

Dave summarises the events and happenings
of what is sure to be a successful Open Day..
Don’t forget to come along!

By Dr Terry Collins (Veterinarian)
This is a common condition affecting the urinary tract from the bladder to the external orifice
via the urethra. It can encompass cystitis, which is a bladder inflammation that many women
can relate to.
Typical symptoms of the disease are frequent straining to produce very small quantities of
frequently blood-stained urine. Often owners will think the straining is due to constipation.
On examination the lower bowel is empty. In male cats there is a real danger the urethra may
become obstructed by crystalline or sabulous (cheesy) material. This is a life-threatening
situation if urine flow is not quickly re-established.
In a majority (63%) of cases the cause of the condition is idiopathic (unknown). Generally
only a small percentage (1-3%) of cases are due to infection. Sometimes stress (e.g. the
presence of an aggressive nearby cat) can precipitate the condition. Sudden cold weather
changes can be a factor as the cat may be reluctant to go outside to urinate. Obese cats that are
too lazy to go outside are more susceptible.
On veterinary examination the cat’s bladder may be small, hard and painful. In obstructed cats
the bladder can be as large and as hard as a cricket ball. Urethral catheterization under general
anaesthesia must be performed immediately. The catheter is sutured in place for some days
and often the cat is put on a drip to flush out the bladder.
In many non-obstructed cats the condition will resolve itself in a few days. Many drugs e.g.
antibiotics, analgesics, antispasmodics, anti-inflammatories, cortisone and amitriptyline have
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been attributed to resolving the condition, but their efficacy is
unproved. If crystals are present, urinary acidifiers are
indicated to dissolve them.
Recurrent episodes are common. Feeding the cat sloppy wet
food to increase water consumption is recommended and less
dry food may help with weight loss. If crystals are an
underlying cause then special prescription diets to keep the
urine acid may be indicated. Repeated cases of urethral
obstruction can be avoided surgically by performing a
perineal urethrostomy which is basically a sex change
operation to create a urethra with a much larger diameter.
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Cookie deftly
ventures through our
baby agility hoop.

Puppy Classes of Aug/Sept 05
By Virginia Pennefather (receptionist
and Nurse)
On Monday and Tuesday evenings we run
puppy classes at Seaforth Veterinary
Hospital. Puppies are aged between 8-16
weeks and we see a multitude of delightful
pedigree and “premium blends”.
Supervising puppy class is a big
responsibility. Because puppies are so
incredibly impressionable at this age, their
personalities can actually be influenced by
the puppy class experience. So it is
important that the interaction between all
canines and their human handlers is
positive, encouraging and most of all, fun!
Just like pre-school for children, activity
(and noise) levels are high. Some puppies
play better with others, some are initially
overwhelmed by the experience and others
just roll with whatever comes their way.
This edition we’re featuring the Class of
August/September 2005, which as you can Clockwise from right: Ruby-Beagle, Lilly-Staffie X, Mango-Lab, Cookie and MuffinBichoodles, Shelley-Japanese Chin X, and Roxy-Kelpie.
see from the photos was an especially
happy group.

THE TICK PREVENTION PACK 2005
This year we recommending the following as a minimum:
Dogs:
1. Frontline applied 2 weekly and a tick collar (KilTix is the one recommended by Seaforth Vets)
Or….
1. Advantix applied every 2 weeks
In addition to…..
1. Daily tick searching
2. Clip down long coated dogs
3. Avail yourself of a tick hook for tick removal
Cats:
1. Frontline applied every 2 weeks
2. Daily tick searching
3. Clip down long coated cats
4. Avail yourself of a tick hook for tick removal
A tick hook is great for complete and easy removal of tiny larval to large adult ticks
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It’s not a diet it’s a way of living!

15 things you
learn from your
dog
By Mr Peter Howard (Client)
Following the recent death of his old faithful Teddy, Mr Howard
reflects on how we can learn from dogs.
1.
Be loyal to those who go out of their way for you and
befriend you.
2.
Return the love that is shown to you.
3.
Take plenty of walks and naps.
4.
Drink lots of water.
5.
Look into the eyes of those wanting your attention.
6.
Don’t think too much.
7.
Make friends with everyone in the neighbourhood.
8.
Don’t hold a grudge
9.
Don’t distinguish between black or white
10.
Be patient—the good times will come
11.
Make the people you love feel welcome when they come
home
12.
Don’t go for a run without your ID.
13.
Never bite the hand that feeds you.
14.
Learn to get on with all God’s creatures
15.
Once in a while stand out in the rain.
All good advice! And our sincere sympathy in the loss of Teddy.

By Amanda Salles (Veterinary Nurse)
Well I’m sure with winter over and summer on the way
that many of us have decided we need to lose some weight
before we brave the beach and just like us our pet’s may
have put on extra weight over the winter months. The
nurses at Seaforth have decided to start a Weight Clinic
(free of charge) for any dogs and cats that need some help
and motivation to lose those unwanted kilos!
We know how difficult it can be to get your pet to lose
weight and thought that with the support of fortnightly
weigh-ins and feeding guides we could make it a more
achievable goal!
A file for your podgy pet will be made on our weight
clinic program and we can monitor your pet’s progress
with a graph. You will get fortnightly reminders to come
in for a weigh-in
and advice on your
pet’s ideal weight,
feeding
recommendations
and exercise.
If you would like
your pet to join
our weight clinic
please contact us
to make an
appointment for an
initial consultation
with one of our
nurses.

The Great Big Animal Open Day
By Dr David Collins (Veterinarian)

Seaforth Veterinary Hospital Open Day
For people!
Sunday 9th October
11.30am to 3.30pm
As part of the Great
Big Animal Open Day, Seaforth Vets are
opening their doors to the public. Come and
have a look behind the scenes, as we will be
holding practice tours to show you where and
how it all happens. See where we do surgery,
take a look at our ultrasound and x-ray
machines and see some x-rays we have done
and see where we test blood samples. The vets
will be giving fun and informative talks on
older pets, dental health and cats with wee wee

Title of Talk

Vet

Time

Prevent-a-bite

Dr Hendrika

11.40-11.55am

My life as a parasite

Dr David

12.00-12.15am

My pet has smelly breath

Dr Hendrika

Lunch Break

-

My Dog Won't stop barking

Dr Kersti

1.10-1.30pm

Growing Old Gracefully

Dr Rob

1.45-2.00pm

It hurts my cat when it
wees

Dr Terry

2.25-2.40pm

12.45-1.00pm
-
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problems.
Bring the kids (but not your pets!) as we’ll be
having a sausage sizzle, soft drinks, painting
faces, giving out prizes, selling raffle tickets,
covering the place with balloons and
generally having a whale of a time!

(Cartoon Courtesy of Dr Libby Thompson)

Take a Tour on the Web!
Itchy Skins—It’s the season
by Dr Hendrika Tegelaar (Veterinarian)
Spring is here and with it all the blossoms and grasses
that give Sydney the highest asthma rate amongst we
humans in the world!
People sneeze (but also may suffer skin rashes) Dogs
itch!!
The skin is the largest organ of the body and responds
to various stimuli such as pollens, grasses, dust mites
and food. The response however is the same despite
the variety of causes. This makes it difficult to
diagnose the cause of an itchy skin, which is
frustrating for the client but more so for the pet. There
are some things you can do which may help ease the
discomfort especially if only mild:
1.
Control fleas both on the pet (with a large array
of flea products) and also if necessary the
environment with flea foggers such as Protect
a Home.
2.
Wash with soothing oatmeal shampoos once or
twice a week to relieve itch. As these are soap
free they do not strip the coat of essential oils.
Apply colloidal oatmeal conditioners such as
Episoothe and also soothing lotions such as
Resisoothe to exposed skin, inside ear flaps,
the abdomen and toes.
3.
If skin is very dry, adding essential fatty acids
and minerals in the form of Megaderm may
also be beneficial.
If the problem persists despite this simple approach
then it is advisable to make an appointment to see
your veterinarian.

If you have every wondered what goes on behind the hospital doors
of Seaforth Vets, well here’s your chance. Visit:
Http://www.svh55.com/virtual_tour.htm
Or just visit our web site www.svh55.com and click upon Client
Utilities -> Virtual Tour

